
Aitken Creek Primary School

(VIC)
Domain focus:

3, 5 & 6

“this has

improved student 

voice”

““highlight

the importance

of online safety

to our students

and families””

Although there were many positive

reports of our students being

responsible and safe online citizens,

there were some instances of students

using technology inappropriately. It

was decided to highlight the

importance of online safety to our

students and families, particularly

as our parents/careers were taking on

the responsibility of supervising their

children.  These findings were also

supported by discussions held with

students from each grade during

community meetings.

eSmart Stories

Aitken Creek Primary School is a P-6

school located in the suburb of

Craigieburn, approximately 26

kilometres north of Melbourne.

We are very proud to be an eSmart

Membership School, having gained

eSmart status in April 2017.  Our

commitment to providing a safe and

connected school has benefitted us,

particularly with the events that have

occurred this year.

We identified very early in 2020, a

higher need for student, parent and

community awareness and

engagement when using technology.

Digital leaders promote online 

safety during remote learning

As it became obvious that remote

learning was going to be a major

aspect of the 2020 school year,

discussions were had at both an

individual cohort level and amongst

leadership on the importance of online

safety.

At Aitken Creek Primary we have

digital leaders from Grade 3 up to

Grade 6 and we commenced meeting

weekly via WebEx with the leaders and

our school’s eSmart/Digital Learning

Coordinator. The purpose of these

meetings was to discuss the issues we

were noticing and how we could use

our role as digital leaders to get the

eSmart message across.

W: esmart.org.au

E:   esmart@amf.org.au

T:   1300 592 151

It was important to emphasise

this message, not only while using

school platforms such as Showbie and

WebEx when communicating with

teachers and peers, but also in

providing additional awareness

to students about online messaging

and gaming. 

Recognising a need

Schools sharing their story

A safe, connected school

Moving to remote learning, we

recognised the importance and

opportunity provided to us to

reinforce the expectations of being

eSmart; smart, safe and responsible

online.

Remote learning
With families in extended lockdown,

there was a significant increase in

the time students spent online

connecting with their friends and

family across numerous platforms. Student led solution



eSmart Stories

ACGN (Aitken Creek Great News), an

online communication platform, was

established by our Head of Student

Voice and Agency and the school

captains during the first round of

remote learning.  Many students were

incredibly engaged with and felt

connected through this platform.

Discussions included introducing an

eSmart segment within ACGN. This

idea was taken back to the digital

leaders, and with guidance, the

students explored the eSafety Kids

section within the Office of the

eSafety Commissioner’s website and

co-created a script where they

introduced eSmart and spoke about

being kind online. 

After that initial episode digital leaders

chose a topic from eSafety Kids and

constructed a report to deliver in the

next ACGN episode.

Our digital leaders have become a part

of the Aitken Creek Great News

segment reporting weekly on an area

of being safe online and providing

examples related to their experiences.   

They also provide students with

helpful tips and resources to support

them while online. The digital leaders

invite students to submit their own

examples of how they have been safe

online to share with our ACPS

community. 
Although there have been many

challenges this year, it has been

reinforced at Aitken Creek Primary

School, the importance of listening to

and valuing students and parents as

they share their experiences and offer

insights to solutions to create a

connectedness between peers. Student

voice and collaboration is the

strongest indication of what is needed

to build a school community.

Aitken Creek Primary School is a public school, located in Craigieburn, a

northern suburb of Melbourne, Victoria.

The school has an enrolment of 1075 students from diverse backgrounds.

Over 45 different languages are spoken in the family homes.

They have been a registered eSmart School since 2012.

School profile

“importance

of listening to and

valuing students 

and parents”

W: esmart.org.au

E:   esmart@amf.org.au

T:   1300 592 151

Schools sharing their story

Student voice

The final word

This has improved student voice which

is becoming more and more student

led by the digital leaders of Aitken

Creek Primary School.

The episodes and community meeting

discussions not only give students an

opportunity to feel safe and relate to

one another via their experiences, it

also starts a discussion for students to

talk about these topics at home with

parents and carers. 

ACGN has given the digital leaders a

platform to show the importance of

remaining safe online.

They regularly include links regarding

eSafety topics for parents, students

and teachers. This has created a

connection with the rest of our

students during this period of working

remotely.

“students are being

more open about

their experiences”


